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Manager's Tactics Appear Questionable
S tu d e n t Calls C o n ta c t-1 3 ,
C om p lain s about Manager
By Dan Roelofs
News Staff
According to Landlord-Tenant laws it
is unlawful for a landlord to use any of
the security deposit paid by the tenant
for cleaning expenses. Also, a landlord
may not penalize a tenant for damages
done to an occupancy, unless it was
agreed upon in writing that the
damages were not present when the
tenant moved in.
This agreement is done by making an
inventory of damages that are already in

existence when the tenant moves into
the dwelling. This list is reviewed when
the tenant moves out. Any damages
that are not on the list must then be
paid for by the tenant.
These are two laws designed to
protect the tenant.
Laws that
. apparently are not being adhered to by
the management of Grand Valley
Apartments. Some students say that
David Fordon, manager of the

apartment complex, has been
negligent in charging tenants for
cleaning costs and property damages.
According to senior Joe Morford,
Fordon wanted 60-dollars for cleaning
costs and 189-dollars for damages.
The cost of damages was for a
refrigerator door that was in need of
repair when Morford moved into the
apartment. Morford refused to pay for
any of the charges. Instead, he went to
Fordon's employer, Hefferan, Inc
which is a property management firm in
Grand Rapids. Morford told Hefferan
that unless he received all of his
securitry deposit, he would notify

"Contact 13." All of Morford's deposit
was quickly returned.
Fordon claims that this type of
conflict is unusual. He said, "85
percent of all the kids get all of their
deposit back, they'll say Dave is a nice
guy"
But Morford is not the only tenant
with complaints about Fordon's
management tactics. Ellen Whan, also
a Grand Valley student, said, "I really
have a quarrel with Dave as a manager.
When we moved into the apartment
there were bugs, there was water
damage, the door did not lock correctly,
and there were no locks on the
See "M anager" on p.3

Forty Organizations
Man Booths for
Campus Life Nite
By Nicole Williams
News Staff

"Catch the Wave" tops of Campus l ife Nite as clubs and organizations
look to enhst new members Over forty such clubs attended the
event

Campus Life Nite was held Thursday,
September 11, al 7 p m in the field
house arena,
complete with
representation for most student
organizations.
The gym appeared chaotic with more
than 40 booths for students to view
and experience
Student Activities,
responsible for coordinating the event
also had a booth to answer students’
questions
Kathleen Tannian staled "I thought it
could have been more organized
Tannian represented the Ski club
Student Activities
and ether
organizations gave away tree coders
1 shirts, hats and movie passes
With props like wood carvings
ceramics
artifacts and video

Professors Talk Shop
By Jeff Brand
News Editor ________________________________
Out of 55 professors who responded tc a memorandum
o stributed by Dr John Batcheider 75 percent said "yeO
‘acuity organization
According to Dr Batcheider 230 professors we'e
Questioned
Having talked to others he said
tOnlmere are tar more than the 55 that feel this way
m a follow-up letter dated August 19 Dr Batcheider
'e/ealed many of the statements made by those who
mspended to the April memorandum
One professor wrote "The divisional structure of ine
Dean's Council is a military comand structure which is

inappropriate for a learning and teaching institution
dedicated to open inquiry at all Ikevels "
The Dean's Council is a decision-making body
representing different divisions cl the college Decisions
which are made by the council include curriculum and the
future of this institution according to Dr Batcheider "The
faculty has no real voice in these decisions " he said
The problem originates m the dichotomy Faculty and
administration "I think there is an organizational problem l
thmk there is a morality problem “ said Dr Batcheider
Many faculty members want the Dean's Council to be
elected by educators instead of appointed by the Provost
which is the current method
See "O rganization" on p 2

equipment, organizations introduced
themselves to students
For those interested in a fraternity or
sorority, representatives from the
Greeks were in attendance According
to them, the object of the evening was
to get students interested in a fraternity
or sorority and to answer questions
about the groups
Piped-in music gave a calming effect
to "Campus Life Nile." formerly called
"Student Organization Night "
About the event I ynn Alredge said
"l! didn't quite give a full overview of
what the school has to offer"
As the night came to an end a
reception was held for the student
organizations' d ic e rs and attending
departments for their enuds
The
reception carried the theme "these
are the Days of Our Lives'"
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“‘Automatic' sim p l y means
tha* you can't repair it
yourself"
- Mary H Waldnp
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Editorial:
By Jeff Brand
News Editor
Becuase you are reading this, the illiteracy rate in this
country is of no consequence to you, right? Maybe it
neither interests you nor concerns you.
Surely this means that you and your classmates will have
less than the potential competition upon graduation. So
why is the media raising so much fuss? Consider this: the
illiteracy rate costs the government (which obviously
cannot afford it) millions of dollars a year (if not billions) in
payment for unemployment and other claims for financial
loss. Moreover, big business feels that this costs it the
necessary consumer response to advertising and labeling
of products. This wear on the economy may disallow many
college graduates the jobs for which they went to school.
Examine the statistics. One in five adults in the United
States is "functionally" illiterate according to WGVC/WGVK
Program Manager Charles Furman. In West Michigan, an
estimated 134-thousand adults are unable to read and
write.
The American Broadcasting Company and Public
Broadcasting Service are involved in a joint public
awareness campaign which is the first of its kind in network
history. When reviewing their campaigns last winter, ABC
and PBS discovered they were running identical topics.
The network presidents met and began Plus (Project
Literacy, U.S.). Furman said, "It's the first lime that two
networks have gotten together on something like this."
On Wednesday, September 17, channel 35 will air two
one-hour specials. The first, at eight O'clock, will be a
national PBS documentary entitled, "A Chance to Learn."

Networks Expose
in -feS
This program will focus on various fecrmiques which my
help adults who cannot, but want to read.
At nine O'clock, "Learning to Read Better," will air live
from the WGVC studio. Furman explained that 45 area
volunteers will be available to take calls from those needing
help and those wanting to help. This is a program,
according to Furman, which has been in the planning
stage since last February.
Just over 9-million people live in Michigan according to a
1982 census estimate. Of these, 800-thousand cannot
read. It seems that it should be our job, as privileged, able
readers, to assist these non-readers where possible.
Clearly, being unable to read is tantamount to being
unable to breath when considering the complexity of the
"information age."
" O rg a n iz a tio n "

C o n tin u ed

Grand Valley is organized into four categories: The
Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities, and the Seidman
School. It is this structure which is represented by the
council, n Dr. Batchelder stated, "We are being
administrated instead of consulted.
Another professor who responded to the survey wrote,
"The Provost and his Deans act like they are
neurosurgions and the rest of us are mere medics. They
can grasp the big picture. We are only capable of handling
petty divisional problems. In fact the administrators have
no special expertise. We have all gone to the same
schools, earned the same degrees, had the same work
experiences." Dr. Batchelder added, "We only seem to
know what's going on in our departments. The rest we
learn from our car pools

"AIDS is an infection caused by the
HTLV-III virus (human T-Lymphotropic
Many people are afraid of catching virus type III) which attacks the helperI know it's silly, but I'm deathly afraid
T-cell that regulates our immune
of catching AIDS. What should I do9 AIDS right now, just as the primary fear
a few years ago was (and probably still system and protects us from various
H.B.
is) of nuclear war. The best thing to do infectious agents and some cancers.
The virus attacks the cells that the
is to be informed.
human body normally relies on to
destroy infections.
"The incidence of AIDS in the
general public is doubling every year;
but AIDS is only the tip of the iceberg
For every case of AIDS there are 100
persons who are infected but have no
symptoms or have a less severe
.....Kathleen Marron disease referred to as AIDS Related
Editor-in-Chief.
Complex (ARC), Early evidence
Rod Wells
Sports Editor .
Jett Brand
Ne_yvs Editor..............
indicates that as few as 5 percent, or as
Amy Klofkorn
Campus Life Editor
many as 30 percent of those infected
.........Todd Saylor
Photography Editor
may progress to the more severe
Marge Wangbilcher
Business Manager
stages.
Kim Tryon
Advertising Manager
"HTLV-III, the virus that causes
Dawn Toliver
Office Manager
AIDS,
has been found in the blood,
Darren G'bson
News Staff
semen,
salvia, tears and other body
Dan Roelofs
fluids
of
individuals who have or even
A ex Vuyst
tually will develop clinical AIDS The
Bat Walcott
virus has also been recovered from the
N ie c e Williams
breast milk of mothers infected with
Jay Woods
RoCO Monts
HTLV-III The virus is transmitted
S' i" W' ters
K a' e n K ac y p ski
through intimate sexual contact,
J m Cre •,
A :'e°
through! the sharing of contaminated
S j " Ci Lane
needles, by transfusion of blood or
La m e W i g ”,e r
blood products, and from infected
L e j - - e M; v c j'
mothers to infants
P i ' " " J son
Layo-f Sta"
"HTLV-III infection means that a
A ru
R oC' ick
person has been exposed to and
The Lanf'or'' s a
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Aids Causes
Dear Kate,

see the welcoming attitude i
student Ihvolvement (in

defiCency

"The symptom- ot AiDS can
present themsei.>js ,n a variety ot ways
Symptoms are often generalized with
decreased stamina and susceptibility to
infections As the immune deficiency

<a t T ih e ; kids kndw about the
mts.Once again thanks, any
istions or comments, give me a call

Promotion Director, WMAX

Panic
worsens, so do the symptoms.
"Although there is not current
treatment for AIDS preventive steps
can be taken. Prevention is based on
an understanding of how the disease is
transmitted. Frequent sexual contact
with multiple partners has been shown
to be a risk factor for acquiring the
disease. Cautions, as one would take
with other sexually-transmitted dis
eases, are helpful, including the use of
condoms and the avoidance of contact
with many different sexual partners.
Prostitutes and promiscuous indivi
duals are at high risk.
Here is a table of questions and
answers that might prove helpful
"If you associate with an AIDS-infected
person can you catch AIDS from:
Showers or bathtubs9
..No
Whirlpool or hot tubs9
No
Tears9 ..........
Very unlikely
Social kissing9
No
French kissing7
Unlikely
Oral sex9
Possibly
Toilet Seats7
No
Sneezes7
Very Unlikely
Water fountains7
No
Hypodermic needles7
Yes
Vaginal intercourse7
Yes
Anal intercourse7
Yes
Food prepared by AIDS v.Mims7
No
Blood exchange7
Yes
Shaking hands7
No
Clothes worn by AiDS viet;ms7
No
TaiKing7
No
Huggmg7
No
Information court-sty ot Pathfinder,The
Command Infom '-on Publication ot
the 123d USAR_
"
Yours

tru ly ,
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m
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Made Available

Word Power
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By Alex Vuyst
News Staff
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Where does a faculty member go on
campus to have a quiet pleasant lunch
with his or her colleagues9 Mow about
the Oak Room9
The Oak Room is a secluded dining
area, located on the lower level ot
Kirkhof Center beyond the Galley and
next door to the Lanihorn office
Founded in December 1984 the Oak
Room has served as a quiet gathering
place for the faculty and staff of Grand
Valley
Student patronage1 of the restaurant
has neither been encouraged nor
discouraged by CMk Room super1, ors
According to 1ou Kelly director cf
f ood Services the Oak Room has kept
a low profile with students becau'-e of
its limited sealing capacity
99
maximum) and us more f ' ’ "-)
slower paced atmosphere
"If SO students would come o at
once" sard Kel'y "the place would
crack at the seams "
Students however w t no’ b*
denied service it they do r c r" r m
noted Kelly
I tie Oak Room s cpm 'ry i! f f ;
am to 1 39 p m Monday thr;.;Jgn
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Comedian Dazzles Students

song about "The Refugees" back to :
hilarious ventriloquist skit.
"I thought the show was great." sa t
Jeanne
Nortom, freshman,"he m > ,
As students filed into the cafeteria
made
me
laugh.
during lunch on September 11, they
"He’s
funny,I
knew he would H
may have found it hard to ignorevthe
funny man with long curly hair, on roller commented Dave Turxall. soph c
skates
This was a special sneak "I had a chance to see his work. t>
S e ttim i,
who
residepreview of Mr. Tim Settimi's show
Atlanta,Georgia, has earmm
which began at 9 00 p m that evening
He teased students with jokes such reputation as a star perl:
as” That girl has six holes in her ear' If a particularly among the college strong wind blew , she'd make a good acts In addition to presenting h
show in colleges and comedy
whistle "
Settimi captured the audience with nationally, he has been featur-,-1
his unique blend of comedy, mime and concert with such top recording ah '
music talents. Beginning the two hour as Joni Mitchell, Chicago. Guess Wh
show with a break dancing act on roller and REO Speedwagon.as well ,i
skates prompted laughter throughout famed comedians Steve Martin rr :
the fieldhouse. Participation from the Henry Youngman Settimi was voted
audience was upheld during stories of Performing Artist and Novelty-'Variet,
the "Toilet Monster", sing alongs to an Artist of the Year last February, by the
electric guitar, and an ad lib to the Brady National Association of Campus
Bunch lyrics.
Activities (N A C A ). He was also
Settimi seemed to touch the runner-up for the Campus Entertainer
audience as he moved from a serious of the Year
By Kimberly Navarre

"What's with you7 It's only a shoe," exclaims Atlanta Comedian Tim Settimi He
capped-off Student Lite Nite with madcap hilarity which kept students in tears

B.A.C.C.H.A.S Chapter to Open Here
By Amy Klofkorn
Features E ditor_____________
B A C C H U S is com ing1
B A C C.H.U.S (bak-'as) stands for the
phrase 'Boost Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of University
Students Terri Carlson, housing
director of Copeland will be advisor for
the new student organization
BACCHUS
originated at the
University of I lorida Carlson was
actively involved in a B A C C H U S
chapter at the University of Iowa before

she came to Grand Valley this year
Carlson said "I think the group can
get off the ground very soon" She
stressed that the organization's primary
goal is to inform students about
responsible drinking, not that it is bad
or morally wrong
Carlson has many ideas she hopes
to put into action Throughout the year
presentations and programs will be
held across campus Carlson hopes to
establish an anonymous hot-line for
those w-ho need help or for those who

just want more information She also
hopes to implement a taxi service which
would give partiers a safe way to get
home
at any time of night.
B A.C.C.H.U.S may sponsor a mocktail
bar in Kirkhof where non-alcoholic
drinks would be served. Carlson would
like to see a support group established
on campus for children of alcoholics
Carlson would like to see a
significant reduction in vandalism and
discipline problems which stem from
drmk related incidents

By Nicole Williams
News Staff

B ' a z - g S os s o’ s ' o ' —er / New B - " . i '
ODen " H e iGwer ieve 0* K
"

. We' s

- now

At Kistler dorm o" SaturJa,
September 6, one ol the residents
suffered a severe epileptic atta>

C e "te '

o' B i : mg Su .

g- i : ,amo ' - . n

t o . Bog's School o* Ha r E-s g- - i T r a Rap as S-e *\ts nad
"
,eJrs o‘ e>pe' ence
”Jo” r" Koge s -use was .p >r a ” e :o >.-ge a , - >- 0
■I
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" me B.s "ess a-a F mime o“ ce s me one woo 'made me of‘er
to Owens
S"e "'ace ’ c ear : a* sr e s - o: a smcent a’ Gra"c Va ley
W• 0
-s " a r o m ' " a 1 s " e
s a : ' a " e d p r o ‘ ess- o " 3 w th
e*pe

The first meeting of Grand Valley s
B A C C H U S chapter will be held
Monday, September 22 at 9 p m in the
Copeland lobby Everyone is welcome

Suffers Attack

By Darren Gibson
News Staff

me ow r ' <

C a rls o n u rg e s re p re s e n ta tiv e s tro m

Greek organizations and any other
interested students or faculty to call her
at the housing office

Dorm
Resident

Cosmotologist
Opens Doors

Deo Owe”

B A C C H U S gets it's key funding
and support from the housing office
This new student group is not affiliated
with any religious organization.

Within minutes, the paramedics a"d
security personnel arrived at the
cinema where the attack took place
Sherri White. 18. was diagnosed as
epileptic m January ot this year This
according to White was a complete
shock not only jo herself but to her
family as well There is no 'amity history

rm

J o r ■n t ^ t m e ' e " t w a ; ; ’oo " id
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" me S ^ ^ e r

m o " ms w-ne " m e r e a r e " : a - y St ude " '.s " e r e “
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espec

‘ " a " x e h a s a c c o m o d a t e d O w e "S Dy o “ e '

"g

to s ea e m e

ren t

higne' in ‘aii ana winter ana lower m me s,0vv Sommer months
'I worked nere lor two years De'ore I took over Jon" 0 dn't
wan' me old name used so I crea’ed ~ y ow" " Sa a Owe"S
S"e sta’ea mat s " ' p a n s to advert se more man the
Drevous owner notng " ; ast year m0 s’ o‘ " e r bus ness came
I'Om word 0*-mo_m
Owens ass sta"’ S' e 'r 8a_m "as ‘cm r ea'S o‘ e»pe' e"ce
a"d g-ad^ated ‘ rpm C '-c u " .e 's g

Deb Owen, owner of the newly established
Blazing Scissors says that most of her business
nas come trom word ot-mouth

of the disease
She sa d mat when
she found out she was quite upset
Medical descriptions ot epilepsy
explain that it is a disorder marked by
electrical rhythms ol the central
nervous system which are interrupted
Aggravation of the system usually
causes clouding ot the conscious as
well
See "A tta c k " on p 11
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This weeks focus:
The Academic Resource Center
BY Karen Kacynski
Staff Writer

We at the Lanthom feel there is a
trem endous need to improve
inter-campus communication. To strive
toward this, we are introducing the "Did
You Know?" column to the paper.
We are extending an invitation to our
readers to submit to the paper anv
information they would like to share
with the campus. This information
could be about a club's activities, a
campus service or just some personal
information that you are bursting to tell
someone.
Drop your information at the
Lanthom office or give us a call. Ask for
Karen.
Hey, all of you new freshman (and
some of you upper classman too!) did
you know there is a place called the
Academic Resource Center (ARC)
located on the first floor of the
commons?
Did you know the ARC offers
services that can benefit almost every
GVSC student?
The Lanthom talked to Dr. Mary
Seeger, director of the ARC, about
those things that raise the most
questions with GVSC students.
Dr. Seeger's first, response was. "Do
you have about a month? The list of
things student's misunderstand about
the ARC'S functions seems endless!"
The following "Did you knows?" are
the things Dr. Seeger felt were the
most important for students to
understand.
Did you know...
-that the ARC has the final say about
whether or not a student has fulfilled
h is /h e r
g e n e ra l
e d u c a tio n
requirements7 If you are heading

M a y J J Ile ip jg

toward graduation, now is the time to
This is dedicated to all the people
check with the ARC and make sure you who are fed up with the service they
get in resturants and fast food dives
have fulfilled all the requirements.
--that you must take eight general ed
I'm starvin' like Marvin for a bite to eat.
or distribution courses and that each
one must be from a different one of the Luckly there is a fast food joint on just
eight categories? This means one about every block.
At times it's a difficlut choice. I mean,
history, one upper and one lower level
there is Mexican fast food, Oriental fast
social science class, and so on.
- th a t you can take the Math ood, Seafood fast food, Beef fast
Placement Test twice and that there food, Chicken fast food and even
are sample tests available at the front Health fast food.
Well, I cannot be certain if there is
desk of Zumberge Library?
-tha t you must file a "repeat grade anything healthy about fast food. As a
form" with the ARC when you are taking matter of fact, fast food is not always
fast. Believe it or not.
a class over for a better grade?
"Cajun Fried Shrimp", the sign read.
-th a t the ARC offers free tutoring
and that nationwide 40-50 percent of all "Mmmm, sounds good,” I thought, as a
college students claim a need for help? iriend £nd I cruised through the streets
The Writing Center tutors can benefit of Grand Rapids in searchpof some
any student who writes by providing grub.
The fried shrimp sign outside of
someone to proofread the material and
Popeye's
Fried Chicken seemed
to offer suggestions for improvement.
inviting,
so
we
decided to stop in and
-that the ARC offers workshops on
such things as improving study skills eat.
The place was really empty. One
and time management?
-th a t freshmen and any student family sat quietly eating, as a couple
below a 2.00 grade point average will stood in front of us placing their orders.
Behind the counter were four girls, all
be sent midterm grades to their local
sauntering
around as if they were in no
addresses? This year's midterms are
hurry
to
fill
anyone's order, and were
coming out the week of October 31
not
about
to
change the pace for us.
Happy Halloween!
I
got
the
impression we would be
-that you cannot just disappear from
there
all
day.
class and get a "W" for withdrawl? Yol
The couple in front of us moved
must formally drop the class as you
aside,
and we stepped up to the
would in early drop and add.
counter
to place our orders.
-that the ARC publishes the "Daily
The
cashier
was a young girl, I would
Events" posters that appear in nearly
say
sixteen
at
most.
She leaned on the
every building on campus? Publicity for
counter
and
gave
us
a glance that
an event is t£££ by filling out a form in
seemed
to
say,
"Look,
I
don't feel like
the ARC office.
being
here-so
hurry-up
and tell me
That's it for the ARC! Hope it was
helpful!
If you have any further what the hell you want to eat!!!"
questions give the ARC a call at: She said nothing, however, as we
awaited the customary, 'Hi, may I help
895-3588.
Next week's focus:
Zumberge you.' My friend and I looked at each
other, and grined thinking about how
Library.

m
rude this girl was (not knowing just how
rude she could be).
After she became tired with our
chuckles she said, "Are you gonna
stand there all day! Whatya' want!?"
I thought to myself, "eating in this
place is just like eating at home."
I asked the cashier how large an
order of shrimp was, because, like I said
before I was starving. I guess I must
have really pissed her off. She replied,
"I don't know...a lot! Do you want some
or not!"
My friend laughed, and I thought it
was amusing in an off-beat sort of way. I
was also scared that if I didn't take the
shrimp that she might not let me eat
anything, so I placed an order.
"So, you gonna look all day too, or
you want somethin'!?," she asked my
friend. I felt relieved because I could
laugh at him now, as he was the one in
the hot seat.
He placed his order in a hurry to
avoid any possible abuse from the
razor-tongued teenager.
She had trouble ringing the order up,
and we both laughed at her
predicament, which she took no delight
in. "It's my first day okay!," she
explained. I hoped it would also be her
last. I asked her if she had considered
another line of work more suitable to
her dispostion. Maybe as a prison
guard.
During our 10 minute or so wait for
our 'fast food', I thought about the girl
at the McDonald's I had visited the night
before. She was so cheery and perky
that she was sickening, but I think I'd
rather have her now
"You have a nice day now,” I said as
we left. If looks could kill, the one she
gave me would have dropped me on
the spot.
Next time I think we'll just cruise to a
Burger King town

hey call Him a Barbarian. If
you're tired of your billfold
pillaged and your hair hacked,
bring this coupon into Allen
dale Hair Care or call
Marcia for an appointment
for these specials.
$5.00 haircut, regular Sb.(X).
$25.00 perm, regular S3(UX).
895-6568.
I |t )t. RS I j c v ’.j '. W.-Jr.V'Cjv I h u r v jj.
'uturCjN x f k i Z i x ■• f w n in u 'm .ipp<
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Volleyball team goes 4-1
put them away," said coach Joan
Boand. Boand also said,"I'd rather
have that kind of loss now than later
or in dual meet competition".
Wins for the Lakers include Wayne
State 15-7,15-8; Wright State
16-14,15-7; St. Joseph 15-7,15-1
and Mt. Saint Joseph 15-13, 15-4.
"Considering it was our first outing
we did pretty good." Boand
concluded,"We communicated and
played well as a team."

By Laurie Wagner
Staff Writer
The Laker volleyball team traveled
to Indiana September 13 and 14 to
play in the Indiana-Purdue at Fort
Wayne Tournament.
The Laker squad finished the
series with a 4-1 record, their only
loss came at the hands of Ferris State
17-19 and 15-17. "We took them to
game point each time but couldn"t

Lakers starling recieverS John Slazinski (left) and Frank Miotke (right)
combined for 6 catches Saturday against Butler University.

Double Trouble
—1
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor

o
c
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Frank Miotke and John Slazinski
walked-on different paths to Grand
Valley State
When the Lakers
lineup on offense the two smallest
players wear the numbers 1 and 19
Yes. Frank Miotke and John Slazinski
are the starting wide receivers for the
lakers Most fans will say "so what"
but when one considers both of
them are walk ons things start to get
mteres.ting Neither Frank nor John
were rrzcnjited by Grand Vail|fly Fhey
had to earn their way on to the mam
follow.lnq contrasmg senior sen C~p c.
m high school
i.. f fast encounter a -! l- f M r>
MicSe was during the fail ct '1 *3a
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chance to make their football team.
When asked his goals in life he
responded,"! would like to be
successful in life and give something
back to my parents" With a 2 9
grade point average Frank has his
priorities in the right place
At Southfield Lathrup John
Slazinski had great stats as he caught
35 passes for 734 yards One would
think with stats like that he would
have recruiters waiting at his
doorstep There was one problem
John was 5 8 and 150 pounds This
didn't discourage Jo tic1w ho tried and
made the Laker foetb aH team in the
tail c t 1984 Alter [ It mg in t wo
, •■,]' - on the spe' al •, ■ams "Slaz"
-j a starting po< on this fall
SklMT’ c- describes ai at goes on his
rn.nd wh.le rece /mg pl;n!s "1 block
out uvery thing the c ri1/ thing 1 can
hear are my leamm at es " John
reflect s on his goals for' this season "i
would like to start evi - game and
the league in punt ref j r oc " John's
ultimoite team goal |C, f o w -n a
G i A C mie
B o: h players a" m.'e the-'
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Lakers Beat Dogs
By Adrian White
Staff Writer
The Laker football team seems to be
sailing along at the beginning of this
1986 season. Coach Tom Beck reeled
in another another "salt water fish" with
his potent offensive attack as the
Lakers cruised 98 yards in the last 2:24
of the game to defeat Butler University
30-28.
Junior, quarterback Guy Schuler
navigated the Lakers successfully into
the endzones last Saturday as he
completed 23 of 36 passes for 292
yards. In addition Schuler scored two
touchdowns and threw an 11 yard
touchdown pass to Tom Kazen to open
the scoring. Schuler was named the
G.L.I.A C.'s "Offensive Player of the
Week".
The Lakers trailed 14-10 at the half
The Lakers defense had difficulty

containing Butler’s great receivers
Mike Mewborn and Paul Page
combined for 16 catches for 226 yards
Ray Buckner and Guy Schuler scored
to put the Lakers up 24-14 and they
were apparently in control. Butler
University came roaring back as they
scored with 5:56 in the third quarter
and 12:22 in the fourth, this set the
stages for the Lakers 98 yard drive
While all this scoring was going on Dan
Reeves was having agreat day
defensively as he racked up 12 first
hits, 6 assists, 1 fumble recovery and 3
interceptions
including the game
winner.
Reeves was named the
G.L.I.A.C.'s "Defensive Player of the
Week".
The Lakers winning drive began on
their own two yard line Schuler's pass
to Artis Schackleford moved the Lakers
up to their own 15. The following play
Schuler hit senior tightend, Tom
Kazen across the middle for 51 yards as
See "Lakers" on p.7

Wischmeyer
Bounces Back
By Laurie Wagner
Staff W riter
Dedication and hours of hard work is
why Pat Wischmeyer is back on the
volleyball court.
April 17, 1985, Wischmeyer suffered
a severe knee injury during an
off-season tournament at Northwood
Institute Four days later arthroscopic
surgery was performed The anterior
cruciate had been torn away from the
bone as well as a loss of meniscus
The type of arthroscopic surgery
performed is relatively new, first used
three to four years ago After inserting
the arihroscope. the doctors stapled
the anterior cruciate back to the bone
Wischmeyer spent eight month? m
rehabilitation following the surgery
Initially she wore a full length leg cast
She
began her program on the
Dynowane machine
The machine
sends electric pulses through the leg m
order to work the muscles She also
did leg lifts, controlled movement steps
and put time in the whirlpool
Eventually she began working on the

stairs,
Wischmeyer utilized the
Orthatron machine, a resistive weight
machine, and the Cylux machine which
measures the strengths of different
muscles.
The strengthening of Wischneyers
hamstring was emphasized in order to
compensate for the anterior cruciate
She says the hardest part about
missing the seaseon was sitting on the
bench
"I ■never enjoyed it," she
recalls,"it's like putting a fish in water
and not letting it swim "
Following the surgery,Wischmeyer
had hopes of beginning play again m
September "At first I didn't thik it war
that bad " she said
Wischmeyer has nothing but praise
for the rehabilitation program at Grand
Valley "It seems like Grand Valley ha?
so much more concern tor the.'
athletes compared to other schools
she said. " and the staff is
knowledgable "
Since she began play again m
February Wischmeyer has had no
recurrance of the injur, w h ic h
happened over a year ago

r ------ --------------------------------------------------

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU!
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51 Monroe Mall N.W.
1533 Wealthy S.E

3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson, Grandville
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Intramurals to have a new look
By Laurie Wagner
Staff Writer
If a love for one's job was all it took to be successful, Leroy Hackley would be a
sure winner.
A smile can always be found on Hackley's face. His easygoing personality
allows all those who meet up with him to feel at ease.
Leroy Hackley Jr. is Grand Valley's new Intramural
Director. Tossing a ball from hand to hand he recalls
the town where he grew up. Hackley spent his school
days in Culpeper, Virginia.
"It was a quaint,
southerntowm," he says. Following graduation he
traveled with an educational group named Up With
People for one year. The gorup traveled around the
country performing musical shows. The educational
part came from visiting museums in various cities.
Hackley studied at Bethany College in Lendsborg,
Kansas where he earned a degree in Recreation
Administration.
He then spent two years in grad school at the university of Iowa where he
earned his Masters Degree in Recreation Education.

"Lakers” Continued from p.6
he galloped to the Bulldog 35 yard line.
On the day Kazen had 5 catches for 98
yards. After an incompletion Artis
Schackleford made a miraculous
reception at the 13 yard line , th is was
Schackleford's third reception all
coming in clutch situations.Schuler
guided the lakers to the three yard line
were they were faced with a crucial third
and goal with 37 seconds left. Schuler
ran the option left and barrelled over
three Bulldog players for the winning
touchdown.
These two teams really put on a show
in front of 7,724 fans. Grand Valley
ended up with 405 total yards while
Butler rolled up 385 yards.
Ray
Buckner had another all -around good
game for the Lakers as he rushed for
73 yards and had 5 catches for 27
yards. Frank Miotke had 4 receptions
for 64 yards. John Slazinski had 2 great
catches for 34 yards, before breaking
his arm Slazinski may be out for the

remaider of the season, this would be a
big loss for the Lakers. Ron Parker
moved in to the third receiver role and
had three receptions. Brian Mulcahy
had an outstanding game defensively
as he recorded 12 tackles. Matt Guerin
had 7 first hits and 5 assists. Rod
Thomas had 7 first hits including a
couple of bone jarring hits in the fourth
quarter.
Grand Valley will host Evansville
University this Saturday at Lubbers
Stadium. Kickoff time is 1:30.
G r a n d V a lle y S t. 7 3 1 4 6 -3 0
B u tle r

7 7

B U Paul Page 28 yard pass from L fk # Lea
(John Je n kin s kick) 14 30 G V 7 Butler 14
H e n tio n e n

26 yd

fie ld

goal 7 05

G V 10. Butler 14
G V -G uy S chuler 1 run (H e n tio n e n kick)
1 0 0 5 G V 17 .Butler 14
G V Ray B uckner 12 run (H entionen kick)
7 50 G V 24. Butler 14
B U M aw b o rn 17 pass fro m Lee (Jenkins
kick 5 2 6

©(FOIIigIrTS

Grand Valley St. 31
Evansville
7
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G V 24. Butler 21

B U M e w b o rn 7 pass fro m Lee (Jenkins
kick) 12 22 G V 24. Butler 28
G V G u y S chuler 3 run (kick failed) 0 37
G V 3 0 . Butler 28

If You Don’t Know

DIAMONDS

Know Your Jew eler
For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest
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&
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Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland
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The Lakers are com ing off an
exciting victo ry against Butler.
Most people would expect a letdown th is week, but Coach Tom
Beck w on't allow that. The Laker offense hasn't been stopped yet
and I don't see any reason why it should be stopped Saturday. The
Lakers w ill put on a show fo r their home fans before they hit the
road again.
Defense w ill be anxious to shut down the Purple Aces.

7 7 -2 8

Q V -K a z a n 11 y a rd p a s * from S c h u U r
(H a n tto n a n Me*) 5 5 4 G V 7. Buflsr 0
BU- M ika M aw born 24 yard p a s t from Mark
Lea (John Jenkins Kick) 3 3 9 G V 7 .B u tle r7

G V

Hackley landed his first job at Eastern Michigan University where he became
assistant Director of Intramurals and Recreational sports.
The new Intramural director saw potential for the growth at G.V.S.C. " I saw an
opportunity to expand," says Hackley, "it's a fairly new school so I thought they
would be perceptible to new ideas and open to change."
Hackley is responsible for the campus recreational activities. "Hopefully I'll
help meet the overall needs of the entire campus community."
He firmly believes he has the best job on campus. "You get to know a lot of
the students in a different context- outside of academics. When I see the
students it's in a different light. I see them when they're having fun- so
consequently my job is fun."
As Intramural Director Hackley has already made some changes. Due to
unpredictable weather in the spring he has added softball to the fall schedule. In
addition, he has re-done the rules and procedures handbook and the
participation point systems and made rules changes for various sports. "Over all
it'll make for a better program," said Hackley.
Hackley has made a "wish list" of things he would like to have done. He’d like
to see lights put on the Intramural fields as well as adding entry fees for the
Intramural teams. "But that requires money," he said.
Hackley feels that recreation is an important balance for the student to have
"It allows the student a break from the rigors of everyday college life," he said," it
lets you unwind, let off steam and make friends. You need that kind of balance "

PRO P I C K S
Detroit over Tampa Bay
Cleveland over Cincinnati
Dallas over Atlanta
L.A. Rams over Indianapolis
Pittsburgh over Minnesota
Houston over Kansas City
L.A. Raiders over N.Y. Giants
New England overr Seattle
San Diego over Washington
Denver over Philly
N.Y. Jets over Philly
Buffalo over St. Louis
Chicago over Green Bay
San Fran, over New Orleans

J-r

K-

LAKER
ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK
e n thusiastic
cheerful,
energetic and vivacious7 Do
you like meeting and talking
to new people7 Do you like
going to new places and
doing new things7 Do you
like earning money7 Work lor
The Lanthorn as an Ad
Salesmen1 15% commis
Don Reeves, a 5'8 Junior from
sion mileage paid Call Kim
D etroit, had the game of a
Tryon now1at 895 3122
f et i me
against
Butler
Jniversity.
Reeves recorded 12
rst hits, six assists, one fumble
'e co ve ry and tied a schoo l
'ecord 3 interceptions

THERE ARE TW O SIDES TO
BECOM ING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
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New Maples,Green Ash Li
and Red Maple, both species are
indigenous to Michigan.

By Jay Woods
News Staff

Physical Plant Manager, Randy
Drewry says, "Much planning and care
Returning students and faculty may has gone into the tree project." M. C.
have noticed something new on the Smith Landscaping was contracted to
Grand Valley campus this fall: trees!
plan the project which was planted by
Over 200 saplings were planted Brock Landscaping. The contractors
along the roadside last spring, at a cost are responsible for the upkeep and
of almost 50 thousand dollars. The maintenance of the trees for the next
young trees are deciduous Green Ash two years.

I'm Graduating!!!
by Elizabeth L. Prinsze
May might seem as though it's an
eternity away, but it’s in the back of my
head every day. I’ll wake up early in the
morning, and lie in bed for a while
thinking about the last five years of my
life. I think of how I've changed, the
progress I never thought I could have
made but did. I feel a swell of pride

Mima

[®I

V!LJ

Admission,$1 Adults, .50 Kids,
54 Jefferson Ave., GR
Ph:456-3977
BLANDFORD NATURE CTR, 1715
Hillburn NW„ 9-5, M-F, 2-5 Sun.
Ph:453-6192
Sept 25- Blue Giants to Black Holes, T-Th
Nov 30 8pm, F 2:30, 8pm, Sat & Sun 2:30
& 3:30pm, Roger B Chaffee
Planetarium, Ph:456-3977
Sept 27- Exploring Stars and Planets, Sat.
11:30, 1:30pm, Sun, 1:30, Roger
B. Chaffee Planetarium.
Oct 11 & Visitor's night at James C. Veen
31 Observatory, on clear nights only
8:30-1 1:00pm.
Oct 12 Guided Tours of the Voigt House
Museum, 115 College SE. GR,
2nd Sun of Month, 1-3pm.

C o lle g ia t e B ib le S t u d ie s
S c h e d u le

Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more info,
call Keith 538-9771 or John 459-3081 or
Prof. Sturm 895-5115.
Sept 18 M^jnsail - Dr. John White, Pastor
at Calvary Baptist, God Where
are you?
Sept 25 Commons Dining Room - Judge
Randy Hekman, The Issue of
Abortion
Oct 2
Commons Dining Room -Craig
James, TV Ch.8 , Evolution vs
Creationism
Oct 9
Commons Dining Room - John
Bjorlie,President of CBS, The
Understanding Man
Oct 16 Commons Dining Room - John
Bjorlie, President of CBS. The
Problem of Sin
T h e H o lo c a u s t
Oct 23 Commons Dining Room - Consid
Except for the events on Nov 9 and 16,all
ering Eternity
events are scheduled for the noon hour in
Oct 30 Commons Dmmg Room - Prof
rm 102 Mamtou
George Sturm.GVSC. The Proba
b lity of B.b'Cal Prophecy
NOTE
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susceptable to weather damaging and
wounding. Additional possibilities of
damage to the trees arises from the clay
composition of the soil in this area,
which retains water and could help
cause root rot. But according to Drewry
there are trees in storage.
Professor Shontz would have liked
to have seen a greater variety of
species of trees planted, but regards
the two selections as adequate.

Senior Expresses Fears.

wash up in me, and know my reward is
coming.
"Elizabeth Lee Prinsze", someone
will say as I walk across the stage,
flowing in blue. They set me free with a
pat on the back. I'm going to be a
graduate!
I look forward to what will follow in my
life. Although I have no specific
direction, no detailed goals , All I know
is I'm the one who will make "it" happen.

VS

These types of trees were selected
for their well developed root systems,
ability to grow in soil that is
predominantly clay, and their ability to
withstand snow, ice, and salt damage,
according to Drewry.
John Shontz, professor ot the
Biology Dept., said, "Green Ash is a
good selection because .it is rugged,
resistant to wounding and disease, and
grows fast." The Red Maple is said to
be not quite as hardy as tne Ash, being

The last nineteen years of my life I
have been able to predict that at the
end of each summer, I will go to school.
There is purpose in going to school;
meaning, responsibilities, good
friends, a fortune invested in coffee
and all the imagination and inspiration
one can handle. The decisions are
relatively easy and carefree. I can dress
how I want, I can choose my own hours,
my own time to study, and my own
space to have fun in. But it seems
society is telling me that’s all going to
change after my great moment of
crossing that stage.
I have confidence, faith, good
general direction and I like myself. But
frankly, it's the conformity of society
that scares me. I see people all the time
who have become stale and lifeless
from constant pressures. By the time
they're forty, they're no good anymore.
I'm seeing my peers get married and di
vorced in the same year.Those who'
forgo their dream of traveling through
Europe now, saying they’re saving it for

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2 + F/A-L8A. a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you're 23 But it takes a special
commitment on your part. We
demand leaders ai all levels
We teach you to be one If
you’re a freshman, sophomore,

a more financially stable period in their
lives. Tell me when the president of
the corporation will give you three
months off for an education, spiritually
enlightening trip to Europe? Forget it!!
I'm going to do it now...before it's too
late.
I admit, it's not always like that. I
know inside that you can get what you
want in this life if you work hard at it. I'll
probably land a good stable job that I
enjoy, with money enough to do all the
things I like most my loved ones. I just
hope that I never die young inside. It
doesn't make sense. The day I look
forward to most, I dread the most. I
couldn't staay in school much longer
even if I wanted to, but it's like letting go
of an arm or leg, it's been there so long.
Maybe, one day, in my no so distant
foggy future, when I'm sitting behind a
desk that bears the title "Public
Relations Director" I'll pull this article out
of my bottom drawer and remeber how
profound these feelings once felt.

or junior, ask about our Platoon Leaders Gass
program If you're a senior, check out our Officer
Candidate Class programs Starting salaries are
from $18,000 to $24,000 And you can
count on going
farther -. faster.

Gofarther.
faster.
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Call 1st Lt. Galvin at 1-800-292-1969 to set up
an on-campus interview on September 23 or 24.
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Student Voice:
'
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GARAGE SA L E: Sept 20, 1986. Shop
Rite Parking lot at the corner o f L k .
Michigan Dr. and W ilson, 11:00-5:00.
Bike, stereo, clothes, and more. Sponsored
by Delta Sigma Pi.
T y p in g /T r a n sc r e p tlo n , fast, reliable,
low rates, term papers, resumes. 10% with
ad 363-8889. anytime.
S60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remailing
letters from hom e!
send self-addressed
stam p ed e n v e l o p e for in f o r m a t io n /
application.
A ssociates, Box 95-B, NJ
07203.
G E N IS IS
T IC K E T S !
Best offer, 8
tickets, Joe Louis, Sept 20, upper deck. For
more information call Aprellc at 363-3432
after 5:00 p.m.
TERM
PAPERS,
RESUM ES,
etc.
T y p e d ,,
accurate,
fast, p r o f e s s i o n a l ,
reasonable, call 532-2960.
Research Papers. 15,278 available! catalog
S2.00.
Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT,
Los Angeles 90025. TOLLFREE Hot Line
1-800-351-0222, Ext. 33, V IS A /M C or
COD.

.
POR SALE Commercial building located
on M45 at the river. Ideal for business and
living quarters. Terms available/ Call for
an appointment.
phone 452-4480 or
942-9338.

j

Dial-A-Typist
For term papers, compositions, research, aid
and editing! Call Marcy at 245-887'’.
HELP

W ANTED:

shift 11p.m .-7a.m.
Wilson, Standale.
9 - 5.

What helps you study best?

_

clerk, part-time 3rd
Fam ily P antry 411
Applications between

Wanted!!
Editor-in-chief, Ad Salesman, and Graphic
Artist. Work study and non-paid positions
only. Contact Kim Tryon at the Lanthorn.
Phone 895-3608.

*

Bonny Sage, Sr.

Steve Norder, Jr.

"It has to be quiet. I have to be
"It's gotta be quiet. I gotta have total
silence when I study... I could sit down wearing comfortable clothes.
and read for two hours...just sit back
Jeff Brooks, So.
and relax."
" Right after I eat, I study best. It kills
two birds at once. I have to get
Audrey Cavanaugh, So.
"Probably quiet. The best time I
study is early in the morning when it's
quiet, and there are few
people

someplace quiet...and
about the best place."

around."

Rhonda Stanton, Jr.
"When I know I have to do it. When I
know it’s due the next day.J do this all
the time."

Rod Wells, Jr.
"I study best when I have something
in the background. Total silence drives
me crazy."

Allendale s

HORSEBACKK
RIDING
Flying
Horseshoe riding ranch, open 7 days a week
10- 6. A U T U M N S P E C I A L $2 .0 0 O F F
with G.V. ID. Ride with or without a guide!
HORSE-DRAWN
HAYRIDES
For
groups & parties. For information, call
791-7119.

New Housing Planned
for

Fall, 1987

By Jan Cheryl Allen
Staff Writer
Housing Director Richard Hanke
is very excited about the planned new
housing scheduled to be completed in
time for next fall. Tentafive completion
date is August 1, 1987. Occupancy will
be available by September 1.
These will not be traditional-style
dorms. Main level floor plans include
double occupancy rooms with two
rooms sharing one bath in a tour way
split. A laundry facility will be on this
floor. The floor will also contain a "great
room” slated to be for study and
perhaps multi-purpose. The lower level
will have at least one handicapped
suite. Large windows will frame a
beautiful view of the ravine.
All

Communicore
TYPING * WORD PROCESSING
Theses * Term Papers * Resumes
ALL YOl'R TYPING NEEDS
AT REASONABLE RATES
950 Taylor
Grand Haven, Michigan 49417
846 7378

furniture will be movable, to suit
students individual tastes and needs.
These architecturally attractive
new units will house an estimated 175
students.
The units are anticipated to cost
approximately $150.00 more than
current residence hall housing.
Students inhabiting these facilities
must be on a meal plan.
A L L E N D A L E W O M E N 'S
C H R IS T IA N T E M P E R A N C E
U N IO N A S K S ...

GVSC SLALOM-GIANT
SLALOM RACE TEAM
NEED RACERS!

" D ID Y O U K N O W ? "

Nicki Moore, who runs the
cocaine program at Careunit
says, "Parents usually think
they're helping the child to
learn to drink responsibly by
starting them at home.
Instead, kids get the
message that using a drug in this case, alcohol - is an
acceptable thing to do."

FIRST INFORMATIONAL
MEETING WILL BE
SEPTEMBER 22

Sponsored by
Vernon's Hardware

*9:15 PM
BACK TO SCHOOL

*FIELDHOUSE

SPECIAL
£ j(
♦ Y E A R A R O U N D TAN

— im m u E E C fis s i-----------

*

W I T H O U T T H E SUN

FOK T H E PRICK O F

H

^

|W O PERSONS FOR 11 IE PRICE O f ONE
• nR ST VISIT ONLY •

. Vv.
jlllEu
B [RCHCREST DR S.E
, BOUND PIETRO'S IN INDIAN VILLAGE MALL )

IvNL.
9 5 7 -0 2 1 0

*ROOM 16
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New System Replaces Snack Bar
By Bill Walcott
News Staff
As any student who frequents the
Kirkhof center has noticed, the lower
level has undergone some changes
since Iasi semester
There are no appliances behind the

What's
Cookin'
jjy Jan Cheryl Allen
Let's start cookin'*1 If you plan to
purchase a crock pot, and haven't yet, I
have a suggestion There are several
model types, and one proves itself
more versitile than the others
particularly for student living They art'
rectangular, have a metal "pot" with or
without lid, and the base heat unit can
be used as an electric grill (If you found
the right tea kettle, it could also serve
as a basic hot plate ) I have seen
several brands that manufacture this
very item, at a cost range from $34 95
$79 99 Keep your eye on the sale
flyers Another plus is that with these it
is possible to reasonably brown meats
right in the pot, rather than in a separate
frypan ("Crock" types riequire separate
browning )

now former hot dog bar, the tables by
the window in the bar area have been
replaced by Laker-blue restaurant
booths and the picture of bathing
beauties from the 1920s was covered
by a maritime mural The seagulfs
perched on rustic dockposts in a few
corners of the mural identifies the area
as "The Wharf"
The removal of the hot dog bar is the
result of "The Student Life"
Conference's decision to expand food
sendee hours, according to Student
Activities Director Bob Stoll
"The Galley was only open until two
in the afternoon and the only place
open later
was the hot dog bar which
basically offered only hot dogs,"
explained Stoll. A non-alchoholic bar
will occupy the vacant space
Additionally, weekend functions, such
as dances, will be held there in the
future
One of the hot dog bar's services,

however,
remains unattended: served by a staff member; no more
Accepting returnable cans which are pouring your own Instead of the old
System of filing out into a more
despensed by the vending machine
Any Student wanting a refund on his spacious area to pay one of the three
deposit must carry his can off campus. cashiers, one must now pay on the
As a result, most of this recyclable spot when ordering
aluminum is thrown in the trash. An
Cosgrove said that she has been
enterprising student could conceivably
working
up to 18 hours a day on this
earn a small fortune simply with a
new
serving
system which was
garbage bag and a good dose of
developed
by
a SAGA markotinq
humility
director
She
pointed
out that the
One full-time employee and four
students have been added to the change in policy, "is not because of a
Galley's staff to counterbalance the cost control or effects problem," and
extra business sent that way from the that, "he (the marketing director) has
former hot dog bar
"Up to nine seen this system work well at other
employees can be found behind the schools--faster than the self-serve "
counter at one time," said Michelle
Once the staff gets used to the
Cosgrove, who is acting manager of the system, Cosgrove said she is certain
Galley
that it will work out just perfectly New
The Galley's new system has caused menu boards are expected this week,
confusion among patrons, especially which should lessen diner's confusion
earlyin the semester
A student
about prices and options
Cosgrove
wanting a cup of coffee, for instance,
invites comments and complaints about
must stand in an "express" line to be the system by students.

'

•

* 4f*,

.£•> :i

i

'

- p;..
ffjNSflNk •••
t: -

Easy does it1Recipe
Campbell's Soup variation - Chilly out7
Chili Up! (Use your crock pot, a hot
plate or just a pan and your range )
1 large can Campbell's Chunky Steak
and potato Soup
Chopped Jalapenos to taste
1 Chopped onion (optional)
1 2 C Grated Cheddar Cheese
Sautee onions lightly in margerme,
butter or oil Add chilis, heat then add
soup Stir occasionally until soup is
heated Top bowlfulls with grated
cheese
Serves two "wimps" or one
"gaucho" Even you guys can do this
one'
You might also want a little garlic
powder, pepper, oregano, or be
creative' How will you diversify your
tastes it you never experiment7 And
how else but experimentation did I
arrive at this original recipe' Tried and
true You don't think me so curvaaous
from a starvation diet do you7

V
m m * M f|fc
Members of the Crew team move through the "chaotic" field house arena carrying
their skull The rather long, sleek craft, which holds up to ten "skulleis," is used
as a display to inform and attract potential teammates

Cherry Street
Plasma Center
645 Cherry S.E.

BEER, LIQUOR WINE
KEG BEER, LOTTERY
TICKETS, POST OFFICE
HOURS:
M - TH 7am - 1 1pm
Fri. & Sat. 7am - 12 M id n ig h t
Sun. 9am - 9pm
IN S T A N D A L E 453-1007
■

\

454-8251

Hours for donations:
M - Th 7am - 4:15pm
T & F 6am - 3:30pm
Closed Wednesdays
Help others S. Recieve \ $10 Bonus with
) our I irst Plasma Donation, Plus this
( 'oupon

Earn Extra Income Weekly B , D o n a ’ ng Plasma

■
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From Our Files
The following is a word for word
excerpt from a past issue of GVSC's
student mn newspaper. Therq are NO
typo's or changes. This column will be
run regularly to give current students a
perspective on the rich history at Grand
Valley.—Editor
Friday, October 23, (1966) CASC
officially approved the plans for a
campus radio station. This was the
culmination of two years work by
students interested in broadcasting.
Faculty advisor, Dr. Gary McConeghy,
who helped establish WCRG at Central
Michigan University during his college
experience, has directed and
organized the students in their efforts
to establish a radio station during this
two-year period
The campus station will be

Students plan campus
Radio Station WGVS
the Valley View, Fri. Nov. 11, 1966
closed-circut AM signal servicing the
dorms, apartments, and student
center. The student-operated radio
station will hopefully be called WGVS.
Any student who is interested in
broadcasting may contact one of the
station personnel to apply for a position
on the staff. The programming will
consist of music according to the taste
of the students. Any student may
express his musical preference in
writing to the program director, Bill
Long

The first broadcast has been set for
the spring term or early summer. Due
to the lack of funds, the purchase of
equipment must be delayed, but the
work continues at a rapid pace. The
station staff plans to present the best in
listening pleasure to the students of
GVSC.
The radio staff is: Maury Gross,
station manager; Bill Long, program
director; Greg WuIf, head announcer;
and John Gilham, record librarian

Two Professors Featured in Art Exhibit
by Amy Klofkorn
Features Editor
"Color and Line", an impressive
gallery show by two Grand Valley
professors is now on view at Calder
Gallon,
th e exhibit, which runs through
September 30 contains drawings
prints and sculptures by Dellas Henke

and James Clover Both are professors
m the art department
Both artists' works are some of the
best I have ever seen at Calder Gallery
Future exhibits vail include woodcuts
by Harlan Ma t h i eu and various

European
illustrations
Smithsonian Institute

from the

The gallery located m the Calder
Fine Arts Center open from 10 A M to
5 P M weekdays

Grand Valley
Receives
Software
Donation
According to a Grand Valley News
Release, the Seidman School of
Business has received 24-thousand
dollars in free software.
Dean of Seidman School Marvin
DeVries is attributed as saying that
PC-based software packages were
given to the college for use in business
degree programs and the Facilities
Management.
The firms who donated the software
were Resource Dynamics. Inc and
Computer Aided Planning, Inc
A
spokesman said that they expect the
software to be used for teaching and
research
"These packages are considered lo
be among the best available nationally."
said Devries "The
management
system is used m such areas as space
forcasting, block and stack planning
and decision making for space
allocation and usage The software
from Computer Aided Planning is used
in office systems and furniture
planning." he explained
DeVries also noted, "In addition to
contributing immensely to our program
of faculty and student resear :h and our
graduate and. continuing -,-d . a' m
course o“ mgs these c
j ■■•
packages w

be a..... .aiuur ••

for our Inst G'.e for 0 " >
: . ' ■' ■
w i be located m p •• m .*.
$27 m,;iion Good V r'e , S' he V >■ ■
Rapids Cen'er
which

"Attack'' Continued from p 4
White said
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cfSBS

GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE
CAMPUS RECREATION
PRESENTS
"
’ I RAN TO DETROIT ’ ( and back)
./£>■- ':;w' vt.
"-, '

In traM urals,

College.
REGISTRATION FORM

V*'.
* _
1

We are offering a swimming program for noyicc to
experienced swimmers. Whenever you log 10 miles,
report it to the Campus Recreation Office. We will piot
your mileage on a map. The route that will be mapped out
is West along the Grand River from the boat house to
1986 - 87 TENTATIVE INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
. where the River empties into Lake Michigan (app. 25
Once you swim enough miles to reach Lake
ENTRY
PLAY A FORFEIT
ACTIVITY
DEADLINE

BEGINS

FEE
$ 10.00/
team.
SEPT.27

M. W. CR

SOFTBALL LEAGUE SEPT. 17

SEPT. 21

M .W .CR
■/

HOMERUN CONTEST
$1.00

SEPT. 24

M.W.

TENNIS SINGLES

SEPT. 24

SEPT. 28

$ 1.00

M .W .CR

TENNIS DOUBLES

OCT. 1

OCT. 5

$ 1.00

M .W .CR

GOLF TOURNEY

OCT. 8

OCT. 10

$ 5.00

M. W. CR

15

OCT. 18

$ 1.00

15

OCT. 19

$ 10 .00

22

OCT.26

$ 1 0 .0 0

M.W. CR

FIELD GOAL KICKINGOCT.
CONTEST
FLAG FOOTBALL
OCT.
LEAGUE
FALL VOLLETBALL OCT.
LEAGUE
TURKEY TROT
NOV.

11

NOV. 13

$ 1.00

M. W. CR

TURKEY SHOOT

NOV. 18

NOV.20

$ 1.00

M. W. CR

PRE-HOLIDAY
NOV. 19
BASKETBALL TOURNEY

NOV. 23

$5.00

M .W .C R

S W IM M E E T

DEC. 8

$5.00

M. W. CR
M. W. CR

•44- ’■

DEC 3

* LOOK FOR INFORMATION ON AEROBIC FITNESS
CLASSES BEING OFFERED THIS FALL THROUGH
CAMPUS RECREATION.

N AME
CITY

ADDRESS

• IM SOFTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED . CALL THE
CAMPUS RECREATION OFFICE IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED.

PHONE

ZIP

HERE IS MY FEE OF

DID YOU FO RG ET TO SIGN UP IM SOFTBALL
TEA M ???

CHECK

T-Shirt. If you swim enough miles for a return trip to the
boat house then we will add something to your T-Shirt.
DATES AND TIMES:
This program will start Sept. 21
and will continue through May 2. You swim anytime,
anywhere you wish. Just don’t forget to report your
mileage.
LOCATION: Map of the run will be located outside the
Campus Recreation Office so that you may see what your
mileage looks like and compare it to others.
PROGRAM FEE: $4.00 to cover the cost of the T-Shirt
and other materials that will be sent to you. .
REGISTRATION: Drnch the form below and send ii or
bring it to the Campus Recreation Office
82 Fieldhouse
For more information, call 895-3662. Please make checks
payable to Grand Valley Slate College.
REGISTRATION FORM
N A ME
CITY

ADDRESS
PH O N E

ZIP

$4.90 FOR THE 'I SWAM THE

GRAND'

_

.....
GRAND
VALLEY STATE COLLEGE
CAMPUS RECREATION
.......
' ‘'
PRESENTS
r m i T i THE
i i i u uGRAND'(and
n m w
1/uv.n;
'IA uSWAM
Back)
;a
c,.-

T O T A L

R E C r ea tio n a l
experience

Wc are offering a running program for novice to
experienced runners. Whenever you log 30 miles, report it
to the Campus Recreation Office. We will plot your
mileage on a road map. The route that will be mapped out
is East on lntcrstate-96. Whenever you run enough miles
to reach Detroit ( app. 165 ), you will recieve an I RAN
TO DETROIT’. T-SHIRT. If you run enough miles for a DIVISION
return trip back to Grand Rapids, then we will add
something a little special to your T-SHIRT.
DATES AND TIMES: This program w ill start Sept. 21
and w ill continue through M ay 2. You run anytim e,
anywhere you w ish. Just don’t forget to report your
mileage.
LOCATION: Map o f the run w ill be located outside the
Campus Recreation O ffice so that you may see what
your m ileage looks like and com pare it to others to
others.
PROGRAM FEE:
$ 4 .0 0 to cover the cost o f the
T-SHIRT and other materials that will be sent to you.
REGISTRATION: Detach the form below and send it
or bring to the Campus Recreation O ffice
82 Fieldhouse
For more information, call 895-3662.
P lease make checks payable to Grand V alley State

A

‘Sr'S-'i

-

CASH

HERE IS MY FEE O F

$4.00 FOR THE 'I SWAM THE

GRAND'
• ENTRY DEADLINE FOR IM BOWLING IS WED.
SEPT.24

CHECK

CASH

GRAND RAPIDS LA CROSS CLUB

THE GARMENT BAG

IS LOOKING FOR INTERESTED PLAYERS
WHO WOULD LIKE TO
* LEARN THE GAME OF LA CROSS
♦PLAY LA CROSS

Ladies' Factory Outlet
Ladies' Clothing from Teens to Queens
6837 Lake Michigan Drive
895-5103
Hours; Mon. 10-8, Tues. Fri 10-5:30,
Sat. 10-4
Pat Fomer-Manager

$
4*

FALL PRACTICES BEGIN NOW!

FOR M O RE INFO
CONTACT:

Date: Tues. & Thurs.
Time: 5:30-7:00
Place: Highland Park, Grand Rapids

Wallace or John
Eric
Mike

530-8741
538-8872
452-1473

J-r
*-*

HOURS:
Mun-Sat
11:00-10.00
CLOSED S UN DA Y

&
42
42

★ VCROSS FROM G \ S( *

r>

0-4281 L A K E M I C H IG A N DR
-AI.1.ENDA1.E-

42
42

£

42
42

I ROM THE DOGHOUSE

£

42

#
V
*■*
V

Ml IT

M u s ta r d . K e tc h u p . O n io n s , P ic k le s

.75

GERMAN
SHEPHERD

M u s ta r d , O n io n s , P ickles, K r a u t

.SO

HOUND

C h e d d a r, Cheese, Beef, Sauce, P ickle s
*

.85

Hl'SKIE

M u s ta r d , K e tc h u p , O n io n s , P ic k le s
C h e d d a r Cheese, K ra u t, B e e f Sauce

.90

STRAY

M u s ta r d , K e tc h u p , O n io n s , P ic k le s
C h e d d a r Cheese, K r a u t
(D o g le s s )

.75

£
$

42

42
42
42
42

42
42
42
42

»

DOGGIE
BAG

C h o ic e o f D o g , C h ip s , R eg C o k e

l 75

ICE CREAM - CONES & SUNDAES

☆ ☆ £☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

42
42
42
42
42
42

